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Abstract 
A CAI (Computer Aided Innovation) tool called AEGIS (Accelerated Evolutionary Graphic Interface System) is being developed 
and applied to graphic design. The tool, which uses TRIZ ‘guided’ algorithms, is being tested with graphic design experts. The 
AEGIS processes initial inputs (initial design ideas) and apply TRIZ based algorithms to them and outputs ‘innovative designs’. 
These designs may further be processed using manual techniques to achieve the final outputs desired by designers.  
This paper discusses version 6.6 of AEGIS. In this version, Genetic Algorithms (GA’s) are being utilised. Genetic algorithms are 
one of the best ways to solve a problem for which little is known. They are a very general algorithm and so will work well in any 
search space. All you need to know is what you need the solution to be able to do well, and a genetic algorithm will often be able 
to create a high quality solution. Genetic algorithms use the principles of selection and evolution to produce several solutions to a 
given problem. This paper considers the various entities and structures used and developed to implement Genetic Algorithms 
through which TRIZ guided effects and mutations are applied here to graphic design elements. It attempts to code TRIZ Principles 
based mutations (function/method parameters) into genes. This paper discusses the detailed implementation of Genetic Algorithms 
and hence the translation and implementation of TRIZ Principles to Genetic Algorithm structure to obtain generations of 
phenotypes (Images). 
A complete input or output image in Graphic Design is generally considered to consist of four main components: the background, 
the logo (branding), the text on the packaging and the extra effect (extra logo or design). TRIZ ‘algorithms’ are applied to these 
components individually and then these components are recombined. This is achieved by implementing these components as layers. 
GA’s are inspired by nature and evolution. Each organism is considered to be made of cells which in turn consist of chromosomes; 
chromosomes are made of genes (which are functional blocks of DNA). Each gene controls a particular property of an aspect or 
behaviour or part of the organism. The different possibilities which a property can have are called ‘Alleles’. Genes have a particular 
place in a chromosome (this is called ‘locus’). 
This paper discusses the detailed implementation of Genetic Algorithms and hence the translation and implementation of TRIZ 
Principles to Genetic Algorithm structure to obtain generations of phenotypes (Images). The first GA enabled version of AEGIS 
discussed here has three chromosomes[1]. Outputs are shown applied to fonts for the chromosomes implemented. A brief 
comparison of the time taken to produce designs using AEGIS compared to professional packages points to AEGIS producing 
large time savings. 
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The outputs from the software i.e., designs, are promising, and have to some extent motivated professional graphic designers to 
accept that this tool has benefits in aiding them to produce more innovative designs or at least speed up this process. Some ‘design’ 
examples using GA’s are shown in this paper. In the future a further 14 chromosomes are being implemented in AEGIS. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper identifies the innovation pathway using the Systematic Innovation procedure. Many innovation theories 
and previous research suggest that innovation is not random but systematic.  This paper discussed the structure, 
implementation and analysis of a CAI tool [2]. This paper highlights research in which innovation design through 
computer based tools can be performed. The results of this research besides providing automated innovation for 
specific Automating Innovation Using Computer Aided Innovation industries also provides copious data and 
experience to develop further, computer based innovation.  
TRIZ  is an integral part of this research [3]. The TRIZ 40 Principles are the core part of innovation methodology 
implemented in the software tool developed in this research. This paper presents the structure and implementation of 
a CAI tool (software) and analysis of the outputs for validating the value of TRIZ implemented in an automated tool 
(an attempt to automate innovation). The software is called AEGIS has been developed through six major versions 
and the latest version (6.6) has been coded using Genetic Algorithms, where TRIZ Principles have been transformed 
in to graphic design effects or transformations. Genetic Algorithms have been previously implemented to artificially 
evolve the graphic populations [4], but this research takes a slightly different approach and is based on TRIZ guided 
transformations. This paper discusses the detailed implementation of Genetic Algorithms and hence the translation 
and implementation of TRIZ Principles to Genetic Algorithm structure to obtain generations of phenotypes (Images). 
Various versions of AEGIS have been developed previously [5]; the current two versions are specially implemented 
with Genetic Algorithms. 
2. TRIZ Application to Graphic Design 
2.1. Use of AEGIS by  Graphic Designers 
This software tool is being designed for graphic designers. The tool is intended to be used by the graphic designers 
during the initial phases of design. At this stage, the graphic designers are expected to have some information in hand, 
for example: initial logo layer, initial background layer and initial extra brand/logo layer, including the font name, 
type and size and the text to be used on the design. The designer is expected to input this information/data in to the 
software. The software generates various alterations in terms of colour and shape and presents them in the form of 
matrixes to the designer. At some stage of these iterations, the designer can decide to select few of the outputs and 
those outputs can then further be processed by other graphic design tools. This software serves as an idea generation 
tool to trigger the graphic design process.   
2.2. Collection of Innovative Graphic Designs for Analysis with Graphic Designers 
Various examples of graphic designs were collected from reading references, books and attending graphic design 
workshops. These were then analyzed for embedded TRIZ Principles with the aid of graphic designers. This in 
conjunction with questionnaire session data helped the researchera to formulate a table to define graphic design 
specific TRIZ Principles. Table 3 demonstrates examples of the TRIZ Principles and the corresponding graphic design 
transformations. 
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In the preparation for the questionnaire sessions, graphic designers were trained on TRIZ with appropriate graphic 
design examples, and with an AEGIS demonstration. The designers were then given the task of translating TRIZ 
Principles to graphic design effects/ transformations. The overall process of transformation was defined in terms of 
effects/ changes on graphic design elements (such as line, shape etc.). 
 
3. The Software Tool: AEGIS (Accelerated Evolutionary Graphic Interface System) 
3.1. Software Requirement Specification (Inputs and Outputs) 
AEGIS takes following inputs at the start of a designing session from the designer: 
 
x Background Image (See Figure 4 for samples). 
x Logo (See Figure 2 for samples). 
x Extra Image (See Figure 3 for samples). 
x Font Specifications for Font Images/ Layers (See Figure 1 below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: The configuration of Font Element as input by user. 
 
Figure 2: Sample Logo Images as input by user. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Sample Extra Images as input by user. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Sample Background Images as input by user. 
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Nomenclature 
 
Logo  this defines the main identity of the branding of product  
Background  this is the back layer of the whole image design 
Extra  this is the extra piece of art or branding design in addition to the logo 
3.2. Manipulation of Components as Layers in AEGIS 
AEGIS maintains designs as images/ layers and manipulates/ transforms them as separate layers, which are presented 
and combined together as a combined output, during each iteration. Eight layers are maintained for each design during 
each iteration and each iteration produces nine outputs during execution. 
 
 
Table 1: Different (eight) layers maintained during iterations in AEGIS. 
 
   
  
 
3.3. Individual and Combined Transformations of Layers in AEGIS 
There are mainly two levels of transformations in which TRIZ effects are applied to the image components: atomic 
level and molecular level. The atomic level mutations are applied to individual font images (the font layers are 
generated using the input specification as given by designer – see Figure 1). These are then subject to genetic algorithm 
based TRIZ guided transformations. 
These layers along with the other layers input by the user as images (logo, background and extra) are mutated in 
molecular level of mutation and the user is presented with nine sets of combined layers of these images undergoing 
different transformations (see Figure 5 and 6). 
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Figure 5: Atomic Level Mutations (individual font layer level). 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Molecular Level Mutations (all layers). 
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3.4. Genetic Algorithm Implementation Structure in AEGIS Project. 
In Genetic Algorithms, each organism is considered to be made of cells which in turn consist of chromosomes; 
chromosomes are made of genes (which are functional blocks of DNA). Each gene controls a particular property of 
an aspect or behavior or part of the organism. The different possibilities which a property can have are called ‘Alleles’. 
Genes have a particular place in a chromosome (this is called ‘locus’). Table2 below shows the general structure of 
Genetics for AEGIS (version 6.6_GA-A and B): 
Table 2: General structure of Genetics for AEGIS (version 6.6_GA-A and B). 
Name of process/ element type Equivalent in 
AEGIS_6.6_GA 
Example 
Gene Function/Method Parameters in c#.net In the method alterIlalics 
(001111,001111,000011) 001111,001111 and 000011 
are the genes. 
Chromosome Function/ Method The method alterIlalics (001111,001111,000011) 
altogether is called a chromosome. 
Gene controlled property The size, shape and degree of 
different mutations in AEGIS 
Curvature of an alphabet. 
Allelle Different colours, sizes, shapes 
of the gene controlled property 
The gradient colour of base 
Locus The point where the parameters 
of a function end. 
In the method above, the ‘,’ represents a locus 
separation point as it marks the end of one gene and start 
of another. 
Phenotype/Individual The image One of the images in generated generation. 
Population Group of all individuals 
(images) generated. 
Images generated in each iteration (9). 
Genome Collection of all chromosomes 
for an individual (image). 
Summation of all methods and their parameters 
for an image generated at point 3 of the 3x3 grid of 
AEGIS. 
 
 
3.5. Examples of Chromosomes Implemented in AEGIS. 
The first GA enabled version of AEGIS has three chromosomes namely (AEGIS_XML_GA_6.6 (A)):  
x  ‘alterItalics’ (4 genes) 
x  ‘spheroidality_curve_v’ (4 genes)  
x  ‘Segmentation_pieces_hor’ (5 genes).  
These have in total 13 genes. The software is capable of producing infinite number of generations, but the computing 
resources such as disk space, processing speed, determine a realistic time limit/ generation limit).  
3.6. Chromosome Mapping (from TRIZ Principles) in the version: AEGIS_6.6_XML_GA (B). 
In the version AEGIS_XML_GA_6.6(B), the font letters are subjected to TRIZ based transformations. There is 
a set of 15 transformations defined (transformed from TRIZ Principles to graphic design effects specifically for fonts).  
Each set of transformation in coded in the form of a chromosome. Each chromosome is coded in the form of a function 
(method) in C#. Each function is considered as a chromosome and the parameter of each function is considered a gene 
which controls the specific alleles of the image. 
The chromosomes coded in AEGIS_6.6_XML_GA (B) version applied to the fonts are listed in Table-3, along with 
the main TRIZ Principle behind these transformations. 
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4. Outputs and Analysis 
This section discusses the graphic outputs and briefly analyses the two levels of AEGIS: Atomic and 
Molecular level transformations. 
4.1. Atomic Level Transformation Output Samples (Using Manual Testing Module). 
The atomic level outputs are obtained by applying the TRIZ transformations on the font component of the image 
individually. Each font letter is subject to the TRIZ transformation individually. The atomic transformations discussed 
in this section have been generated by the researcher using the manual testing module as discussed in this paper earlier. 
Table 4 shows a number of outputs obtained during a sampling session by the researchera. Several performance/ 
productivity factor data readings are stated in the table. 
 
Table 3: The chromosomes coded in AEGIS_6.6_XML_GA (B) version applied to the fonts, along with the main TRIZ Principle behind these 
transformations 
  
 
Chromosome 
 
TRIZ Principles Pool 
(Sub-Principle)- Main 
Principles Discussed 
 
 
Examples from Graphic Design Samples from different reference sources. 
Spheroidality Trait Principle 35 Parameter 
Changes (B) 
Principle 26 Copying (B) 
Principle 32 Colour 
changes(A)  
Principle 7. Nested Doll (A) 
Principle 8. Anti-Weight (A). 
When type is distorted, it acquires strange and unfamiliar visual 
characteristics.  There exists a potential for new and extended meaning. 
[6] 
Outlining  Principle2 Taking Out(A) 
Principle 7 (A) 
 
 When the line (outlining) of Font component  is manipulated it results in 
innovative font designs[7]. 
Segmentations Principle1 Segmentation 
(A,B) 
Principle21 Skipping (A) 
Principle19 Periodic 
Action(A,C) 
 
The planes of the Font component are divided on x-axis and y-axis. 
Furthermore, the end of planes of the Font Component is cut at an angle 
rather than at right angle to introduce innovative variety to font design[8]. 
Extensions And 
Shortenings 
Principle 35 Parameter 
Changes(B) 
 
 
 
The Font Component is elaborated / emphasized by extending the 
different plane parts of Font component[6]. 
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Fragmentations Principle 1 Segmentation (A) 
Principle 2 Taking  Out(A) 
 
 
When type is distorted, it acquires strange and unfamiliar visual 
characteristics.  There exists a potential for new and extended meaning [6]. 
Shapes Introduction Principle 40 Composite 
Materials (A) 
 
The Font Component is elaborated / emphasized using different shapes like 
circle, rectangle, etc [6]. 
Symbols Introduction Principle 40 Composite 
Materials (A) 
 
Symbols are used next to the text [6]. 
Repetition(s)/ Copy Principle 26 Copying (B) 
 
 
The whole Font Component is repeated few times. Repetition is an 
important factor in the process of typographic exploration. Often, dynamic 
visual patterns result from letters, words and lines[6]. 
Cases and Sizes Principle 35 Parameter 
Changes (B) 
Principle 16 Partial or 
Excessive Actions (A)  Manipulation of case (Upper/ Lower) and type sizes [6]. 
Slanting Principle 14 Spheriodality 
Curvature (A) 
 
Texts are slanted diagonally [6, 9]. 
Scaling  
 
Text scaling effects are combined [6]. 
Rotation Principle 14 Spheriodality 
Curvature (A) 
 
Font component as a whole is rotated moderately [6]. 
Colour/Toning Principle 32 Color Changes 
(A) 
 
The colour of Font Component has been altered [6]. 
Distortion Colouring Principle 22 Blessing in 
Disguise (A) 
 
When type is distorted, it acquires strange and unfamiliar visual 
characteristics. There exists a potential for new and extended meaning [6]. 
Distortion Mutilating Principle 22 Blessing in 
Disguise (A) 
 
When type is distorted, it acquires strange and unfamiliar visual 
characteristics.  
There exists a potential for new and extended meaning [6]. 
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Table 4: Output samples from different chromosomes using the Manual Testing Module of AEGIS. 
Original Font Rotate 
Chromosome 
Applied 
Rotate 
Output 
Slant_Img 
Chromosome 
Applied 
Slant_Img 
Output 
Segmentation  
Chromosome 
Applied  
Segmentation 
Output 
 
 
 
 
 
Font Letter Generated Originally 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Font Specification Input by the User 
 
Degree-15 
Direction-1 
 
Total Time: 
16.2 Seconds 
 
 
Degree-2 
Curvture-6 
Vertical 
Degree-0 
Vertical 
Curvature-1 
Direction-1 
Vertical 
Direction-1 
 
Total Time: 
7.1 Seconds 
 
 
Angle-0. 
Min Thickness-1  
Frequency-3 
Intervals-3 
Int Gradient-0 
Color Gradient-0 
 
7.2 Seconds 
Step-1 
 
 
 
 
 
Degree-58 
Direction-1 
 
Time Taken: 
3.5 Seconds 
Total Time: 
19.7 Seconds 
 
 
 
Degree-2 
Curvture-6 
Vertical 
Degree-2 
Vertical 
Curvature-2 
Direction-
1Vertical 
Direction-1 
 
Time Taken: 
11.1 Seconds 
Total Time: 
18.2 Seconds 
 
 
Angle-0 
Min Thickness-1 
Frequency-10 
Intervals-3 
Int Gradient-0 
Color Gradient-0 
 
 
6.8 
14.0 Seconds 
Step-2 
 
 
 
 
 
Degree-10 
Direction-0 
 
 
Time Taken: 
8.9 Seconds 
Total Time:  
28.6 Seconds 
 
 
Degree-2 
Curvture-6 
Vertical 
Degree-2 
Vertical 
Curvature-2 
Direction-0 
Vertical 
Direction-1 
 
Time Taken: 
6.9 Seconds 
Total Time: 
25.1 Seconds 
 
 
Angle-0 
Min Thickness-9 
Frequency-10 
Intervals-3 
Int Gradient-6 
Color Gradient-21 
 
18.1 
32.1 Seconds 
Step-3 
 
 
 
Degree-10 
Direction-1 
 
 
Time Taken: 
2.7 Seconds 
Total Time: 
31.3 Seconds 
 
 
Degree-2 
Curvture-6 
Vertical 
Degree-2 
Vertical 
Curvature-2 
Direction-1 
Vertical 
Direction-0 
 
Time Taken: 
6.4 Seconds 
Total Time: 
31.5 Seconds 
 
 
Angle-0 
Min Thickness-6 
Frequency-13 
Intervals-3 
Int Gradient1-7 
Color Gradient-0 
 
 
17.5 
49.6 Seconds 
Step-4 
   
 
 
Degree-25 
Direction-1 
 
 
 
Degree-2 
Curvture-9 
Vertical  
 
Angle-0 
Min Thickness-8 
Frequency-13 
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Time Taken: 
3.5 Seconds 
Total Time: 
34.8  
Seconds 
 
 
Degree-5 
Vertical 
Curvature-14 
Direction-1 
Vertical 
Direction-0 
 
 
Time Taken: 
18.5 Seconds 
Total Time: 
50.0 Seconds 
Intervals-17 
Int Gradient-2 
Color Gradient-15 
 
 
45.3 
94.9 Seconds 
Step-5 
 
 
 
Table 5 Showing various outputs obtained during a sampling session with combined partial application of genome. Various performance/ 
productivity factor data readings are included in the table. 
 
Original Font Partial Genome 
(Segmentation and 
Slant_Img)  
Chromosome Applied 
Combined and Individual Outputs Comparison of performance/ 
productivity with other tool. 
 
AEGIS 
 
Macromedia 
Fireworks 
 
 
 
Font Letter Generated Originally 
 
  
 
Font Specification Input by the User 
Segmentation  
 
(Angle-0,Min 
Thickness-1,Frequency-
4,Intervals3,Int 
Gradient-0,Color 
Gradient-0)  
 
Slant_Img 
 
(Degree-1,Curvture-
2,Vertical Degree-
1,Vertical Curvature-
6,Direction-1,Vertical 
Direction-1) 
 
 
Total Time: 
8.43 Seconds 
 
 
Original Font 
Generation 
Time: 
 
15 Seconds 
 
Total Time: 
340 Seconds 
 
 
Original Font 
Generation 
Time: 
 
90 Seconds 
Segmentation  
 
(Angle-0,Min 
Thickness-4, Frequency-
7, Intervals-6,Int 
Gradient-0,Color 
Gradient-10)  
 
Slant_Img  
 
(Degree-1,Curvture-
6,Vertical Degree-1, 
Vertical Curvature-
9,Direction-0,Vertical 
Direction-1) 
 
 
Time Taken: 
30.37 
Seconds 
 
Total Time: 
38.80 
Seconds 
 
Original Font 
Generation 
Time: 
 
15 Seconds 
 
Total Time: 
590  Seconds 
 
 
 
 
Original Font 
Generation  
Time: 
 
90 Seconds 
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5. Conclusion 
The outputs from the software i.e., designs, are promising, and have to some extent motivated professional graphic 
designers to accept that this tool has benefits in aiding them to produce more innovative designs or at least speed up 
the design process. The time taken to reach useful outputs (designs) appears to be considerably less than compared to 
other professional graphic design tools (see Table 5). Although the output designs cannot be predicted by the 
designers, the designs produced depict a varied output range and variations of the values of genes (alleles), hence 
allowing the designer to choose from a range of outputs in a very short span of time. The number of steps needed to 
be taken to reach outputs of viable variability is also very small (See Table 5). 
Many questionnaire sessions have been carried out with graphic designers. The graphic designers have expressed 
interested in using the software in the near future when finalized. They have highlighted a few of the advantages of 
AEGIS as compared to other commonly used software packages for graphic design (Adobe Photoshop, etc.). A few of 
the advantages include fast delivery of many outputs (with considerable variation) in a short span of time and each 
iteration each producing many (nine) outputs. 
Further development of this software along with constant feedback could result in design processes more or less 
being automated with the help of TRIZ triggered transformations which could potentially help graphic designers in 
their initial design phase. This will also highlight the potential of TRIZ application in graphic design field and also 
could establish the hypothesis that there is a possibility to automate innovation.  
The current version of AEGIS is undergoing further development whereby the Genetic Algorithms are going to be 
applied to other components of the image (Logo, Extra and Background Layers). 
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